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Apophenia, unconscious bias and reflexivity in nursing ...

Psychological resistance is the phenomenon often encountered in clinical practice in which patients either directly or indirectly exhibit paradoxical opposing behaviors in presumably a clinically initiated push and pull of a change process. It impedes the development of authentic, reciprocally nurturing experiences in a clinical setting. It is established that the common source of resistances ...

Psychological resistance - Wikipedia

A defence mechanism is an unconscious psychological mechanism that reduces anxiety arising from unacceptable or potentially harmful stimuli. Defence mechanisms may result in healthy or unhealthy consequences depending on the circumstances and frequency with which the mechanism is used. In psychoanalytic theory, defence mechanisms (German: Abwehrmechanismen) are psychological strategies ...

Defence mechanisms - Wikipedia

Over the last three decades Allan Schore’s ground-breaking studies in regulation theory continue to offer clinical models of the development, psychopathogenesis, and the repair of the right brain subjective self.

Allan Schore, PhD 2019 - Byron Clinic

The Institute for Integrative Psychotherapy is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education for psychologists, by the National Board of Certified Counselors for counselors and by the American Board of Examiners in Pastoral Counseling for pastoral counselors.

Integrative Psychotherapy Articles: Life Scripts ...

Main Conference: Friday, May 3, 2019 — Saturday, May 4, 2019. Psychodynamic Psychotherapy 2019. This conference is dedicated to the memory of George G. Fishman, MD, beloved colleague and friend, who was closely associated with this conference from its very beginning.

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy 2019

ORIGINAL PAPER Modern Attachment Theory: The Central Role of Affect Regulation in Development and Treatment Judith R. Schore Æ Allan N. Schore Published online: 8 September 2007

Modern Attachment Theory: The Central Role of Affect ...

Learning Objectives. This is an intermediate level course. After completing this course, you will be able to: Define and describe transference as both a therapeutic construct and a therapeutic process.; Define and describe countertransference as both a therapeutic construct and a therapeutic process.; Discuss archetypes most likely to trigger transference and countertransference during non ...

Double-Edged Swords: Understanding Transference and ...

Learning Objectives. This is an intermediate level course. After completing this course, mental health professionals will be able to: Identify transference and countertransference as they manifest themselves in therapy sessions.

Double-Edged Swords: Interpreting Transference and ...

PEP-Web Tip of the Day. Help us improve PEP Web. If you would like to suggest new content, click here and fill in the form with your ideas!. For the complete list of tips, see PEP-Web Tips on the PEP-Web support page.

PEP Web - Browse Standard Edition
I make a distinguish between what I call level one and level two thinking (or control). Level one is basically our everyday using words, thoughts, awareness, actions, desires, etc.

10 Problems With Consciousness | Psychology Today

GFP BUNNY: Eduardo Kac My transgenic artwork "GFP Bunny" comprises the creation of a green fluorescent rabbit, the public dialogue generated by the project, and the social integration of the rabbit.

GFP BUNNY - KAC

On "Container and Projective Identification" (SEPI Forum, Sep.-Nov. 2000) (Editors' Note) On September 1, 2000, Hilde Rapp responded on the IJPA discussion list to an invitation to suggest ways of facilitating a process of translation between different psychoanalytic dialects, and made a forward of her message to the SEPI list serve.

Psychotherapy Integration Papers - A Postmodern Critique

111: Lori Bohm, Ph.D. & Robert Langan, Ph.D. 10 sessions Landmarks in Interpersonal Psychoanalysis. This course will provide an overview of the curriculum and training process with regard to key perspectives and paradigm shifts influencing interpersonal psychoanalysis.

Curriculum - Welcome to the William Alanson White Institute

Introduction The problem of the twenty-first century is the problem of “othering.” In a world beset by seemingly intractable and overwhelming challenges, virtually every global, national, and regional conflict is wrapped within or organized around one or more dimension of group-based difference. Othering undergrads territorial

The Problem of Othering: Towards Inclusiveness and Belonging

Password requirements: 6 to 30 characters long; ASCII characters only (characters found on a standard US keyboard); must contain at least 4 different symbols;

Join LiveJournal

AbstractIn recent years new discourses have emerged to inform philosophy and pedagogy in early childhood. These range from various postfoundational perspectives to objectivist accounts such as neuroscience in relation to brain development. Given the variety of competing narratives, the field is complex and multifaceted with potential to revision early childhood pedagogy through varied ...

Philosophy and Pedagogy of Early Childhood: Educational ...

Spring 2018 AMA Series - Announcement & Hub Post! Hover or Tap Each Rule for Full Details Posting Rules. All posts must be about philosophy. To learn more about what is and is not considered philosophy for the purposes of this subreddit, see our FAQ.Posts must be about philosophy proper, rather than only tangentially connected to philosophy.

The way music moves us shows the mind is more than a ...

The concept of information as we use it in everyday English in the sense knowledge communicated plays a central role in today's society. The concept became particularly predominant since end of World War II with the widespread use of computer networks.

The Concept of Information - Rafael Capurro

Purposes and Definitions of the Arts. Purposes. Poetry and other Arts "poetry is music set to words", Dennis O'Driscoll "One of [Donald Davie's favourite notions] was that there were three useful analogies for the understanding of literature in general and modern literature in particular. Poetry was like theatre, as in Yeats; like music, as in Pasternak and Eliot; and like sculpture, as in ...